The primary criterion used clinically to evaluate the risk of life-threatening type A dissection is maximum ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm (aTAA) diameter of 5.5 cm or greater. What this approach achieves in simplicity it lacks in accuracy—approximately 60% of patients with acute dissection had diameters less than 5.5 cm—and improved indicators for surgery are an unmet clinical need. One paradigm is to use biomechanics-based risk stratification. Biomechanics dictate that dissection can occur when stress in the aortic wall exceeds its strength. Direct measurement of aortic wall strength requires destructive testing, merely estimated by surrogate markers. However, wall stress can be calculated with finite element analysis (FEA). In our article, we applied a practical method for screening patients with aTAA for operative repair—aortic wall stress calculated through models integrating patient-specific anatomy with material property data gathered in ex vivo testing from aTAA specimens. We believe this approach can advance our ability to predict dissection and be applied at scale to the surge of newly diagnosed aTAAAs in a streamlined, clinical approach.

At the most basic level, diameter already screens patients on the basis of wall stress using Laplace’s Law, which states that stress in the thin-walled cylinder is proportional to its diameter (Figure 1). However, aneurysms are not cylindrical. In our study, we examined the relationship of aneurysm diameter and FEA-calculated wall stress. Diameter correlated poorly with peak wall stress, which may explain why a large proportion of acute dissections occur in aneurysms that do not meet size guidelines for surgery—high stress occurred due to local geometry, not overall diameter. In the absence of aneurysm tissue, further improvements to stress calculation accuracy can be made through refinement of FEA models, which require zero-pressure geometry, wall material properties, wall thickness, and residual stress. One refinement we applied used our novel method to ascertain zero-pressure geometry from in vivo imaging. Accounting
for prestressed geometry is important for accurately determining wall stresses.\textsuperscript{5} Another refinement was using ex vivo experimentally derived bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) versus tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) aTAA material properties and wall thickness. Future refinements are estimating patient-specific material properties and measuring aortic wall thickness with higher resolution in vivo imaging. We determined patient-specific aortic deformation via magnetic resonance imaging, which although feasible,\textsuperscript{4} has proved time-consuming and inefficient presently for clinical application. Although promising, active research areas, these added refinements do not provide a clear, significant benefit beyond our current FEA models. Interestingly, when we compared FEA-calculated stresses using patient-specific versus population-averaged material properties, aTAA stress results did not differ significantly.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, in our current\textsuperscript{2} and 2018 publications,\textsuperscript{6} we used averaged BAV and TAV-aTAA mechanical properties from our laboratory. Material property differences in these articles simply reflect additional BAV and TAV-aTAA specimens. Current and subsequent articles will detail averaged mechanical properties as sample size increases. Further work in developing automated aTAA geometry from computed tomography angiography can streamline biomechanical assessment for clinical application.

Although we agree that using multiple imaging modalities to combine different information could provide dissection prediction, coordination/application of such a vast computational enterprise among 3 modalities may not be clinically useful. Rather, investigating individual candidate parameters from imaging sources—whether stress calculations, strength surrogates, or flow parameters—in prospective clinical observational trials of patients with aneurysm may yield applicable risk factors feasible for guideline use. Simplifying aTAA wall stress calculations may be one avenue, whereas machine learning to predict FEA-calculated stresses may be an attractive alternative to rapidly apply across vast patient numbers. Either is superior to diameter, which has proven to be a poor predictor of peak aneurysm wall stress. Perfect is the enemy of good and broadly applicable, computationally efficient simplified wall stress analysis holds a promising future to aid clinicians in preventing lethal type A dissection.
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